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Foreword

The subject of the chronology of ancient Egyptian history remains of 
particular interest. The new excavations as well as the explorations of the so 
far known monuments and written sources have brought many interesting 
results which enlarge our knowledge about the history of ancient Egypt and 
the development of different aspects of the Egyptian culture.

The Czech Institute of Egyptology invited a group of scholars working on 
subjects relevant to the ancient Egyptian chronology to a conference in Prague 
in June 2007. The meeting offered the opportunity to exchange information 
and to present the latest results of the research. The various papers presented, 
and for a large part gathered in the present volume, provided different and 
highly stimulating approaches to chronological issues.

The nineteen contributions to the volume approach the subject of Egyptian 
chronology from different perspectives. Some of them concern the use of 
modern methods (14C) and natural sciences in Egyptology; others analyze the 
development of various aspects of the Egyptian culture during the whole 
period of the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate Period, or try to specify 
the date of certain monuments and personalities. The question of calendars 
and festivals is also alluded to, and some new archaeological discoveries are 
presented. A study and interpretation of archaeological as well as textual 
sources and iconographical material is combined in the papers in order to 
attain a deeper knowledge and better understanding of the Egyptian 
chronology, archaeology and the ancient history.

The overview of individual contributions also shows that Egyptology 
dealing with the third and early second millenium B.C. still prefers to 
follow rather traditional paths of research. The reasons for this tendency 
may be manifold, one of them yet relates to the fact that sampling and 
subsequent analysis abroad (in many case no other solution would have 
been possible) is strictly prohibited in Egypt, indeed a very rare exception 
in the whole Middle East.

During the editing of the text we did not attempt to unify the transliteration 
of ancient Egyptian, and several different variants may occur depending on 
the choice of the authors. The personal names and the names of places were, 
however, in most cases unified in order to simplify the orientation in the text 
for the reader. The bibliographical references follow the pattern of the 
Cambridge Archaeological Journal, and the list of journals and the bibliography 
are given in a list at the beginning of the volume.
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Building an elite image: considerations about some 
private monuments of the Old Kingdom 
(stelae CGC 57133, 57168 and 57188)
Juan Carlos Moreno Garcia (Lille)

The Egyptian elite was a highly hierarchical social group whose internal 
stratification can be easily perceived when analysing the quality of their 
monuments. Richly decorated tombs, fine stelae or high quality funerary 
equipment can be normally found in the tombs of the main officials of the 
kingdom or in those of some prominent courtiers. Sometimes the richness of 
the tombs contrasts with the banality of the titles of their owners, probably 
showing that their power or their social position depended more on their 
proximity to the king than on the official responsibilities they held. Inversely, 
the intentional destruction of part of the decoration of some tombs might be 
considered, at least in some cases, as a sign of political troubles otherwise 
difficult to detect if one is relying only on the epigraphic record and on its 
rather formal and restricted contents, as in the case of the mastabas in 
Teti's cemetery at Saqqara. The destruction of some tombs, or their reallocation 
to new officials prove, in a dramatic way, that the richness and the social status 
displayed by these monuments could be also precarious and followed the 
political ups and downs of the moment and the inevitable adjustments within 
the elite which followed them. Only rarely could modest officials afford the 
kind of prestigious objects usually reserved for the inner ruling elite of the state; 
usually, such less distinguished people had to put up with imitations whose 
workmanship was rather variable, stretching from fine objects to crude works.

Having in mind these ideas, I would like to present here some stelae which 
have either remained unpublished, or else are rarely evoked in egyptological 
literature. Their contents may nevertheless be useful to illustrate the question 
of the different degrees of access to the high palatial culture available for some 
modest officials of the Old Kingdom, as well as the ways in which the more 
humble officials exploited the means at their disposal in order to present 
themselves as members of the scribal elite.

The panel of the priest of Khufu Rwd-jb (CGC 57133)
This panel comes from mastaba D 213 at the Steindorff Cemetery at Giza 

and is preserved in a relatively poor condition (figs. 1-5) (Porter & Moss 1974, 
117; from the same tomb comes a panel now in Leipzig). Some erasures make 
it difficult to read the panel's hieroglyphs, which are carved in a crude style, 
like some of the seated human figures which follow as determinatives the 
names of the members of the owner's family. If we also take into consideration
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some epigraphic oddities as well as the low/middle ranking titles borne by 
Rwd-jb, we can safely conclude that he was a modest official and that he did 
not have access to the most refined objects produced by the palatial 
workshops -  even his mastaba lacks a funerary chapel and the tomb consists 
only of four funerary shafts, three of them provided with a funerary chamber 
(Steindorff & Hölscher 1991, 108-9, pl. 19-20).

The limestone panel measures 55 x 34,5 x 4,2 cm and its inscriptions read 
as follows:

1st register: htp-dj-nzwt Jnpw hntj zh-ntr qrs(.w) m zmjt jmntt j 3ww nfr nb (j)m3h 
hr ntr-c3 hm-ntr Hwfw wcb nzwt rh nzwt Rwd-jb "an offering which the king 
gives and Anubis, foremost of the divine tent-shrine: that he may be buried 
in the Western desert, having grown old perfectly. The lord of imakh before 
the great god, the prophet of Khufu, the wab-priest of the king and the 
acquaintance of the king, Rwd-jb”.

2nd register: z3.f  rh nzwt Hz(j) [z3?]./zi Bwt z3t.f  mjtr(t) cnhwt [,..]chwt Mrs-Cnh 
hmt rh(t) nzwt Tntt "his son, the acquaintance of the king, Hesi; his [son?], 
the scribe But; his daughter, the miteret Ankhut; [...]akhut; Meresankh; (his) 
wife, the acquaintance of the king, Tjentet".

The titles of the owner evoke the funerary cult of the king, as Rwd-jb was 
hm-ntr Hwfw and wcb nzwt, whereas his title of rh nzwt also points to some kind
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of (close) contact with the palatial entourage (Baud 1999a, 107-13). Recent 
research on the spatial location of the tombs built by the funerary priests of 
some specific kings of the Old Kingdom shows that they were usually placed 
near the pyramid of the pharaoh concerned throughout the duration of his 
cult. In the case of Khufu, the overwhelming majority of the tombs (44 of 56) 
are located in the Western Cemetery, seven in the cemetery Khufu East and 
four in Khafre East. Only one tomb is attested at Saqqara (Shirai 2005, 149-62). 
In fact the pattern exhibited by the tombs of Khufu's funerary priests is 
remarkable with regard to the number and concentration within one cemetery. 
Close examination of the dates of the tombs for Khufu's funerary priests 
reveals not only significant spatial patterns, but also temporal patterns. 
Chronological analysis of the data shows that their tombs were constructed 
continuously at Giza, especially in the Western Cemetery, from the Fourth to 
the Sixth Dynasties (Shirai 2005, 157), even when royal cemeteries were not 
longer being located at Giza, but at Abusir and Saqqara.

Given the rather common nature of Rwd-jb's titles, the architecture of the 
tomb and the paleographic analysis of the inscriptions may cast some light 
over the controversial chronology of his mastaba, ranging from the Fourth 
Dynasty (the date has been cautiously proposed by Piacentini 2002c, 138-9 
[C.Gi.50.1]) to the Fifth-Sixth (Porter & Moss 1974, 117), or even the late Sixth 
Dynasty (Steindorff & Hölscher 1991, 92) according to different authors.

The mastaba of Rwd-jb (D 213) was built against one of the walls of 
mastaba D 200 which, in turn, was built against a wall of mastaba D 201. We 
have then a chronological succession, where D 201 is the older tomb of the 
group and D 213 the most recent one. Mastaba D 201 belonged to Snnw, an 
official dated from the Fifth-Sixth Dynasty according to Porter and Moss 
(1974, 115-6; Steindorff & Hölscher 1991, 93-5, pl. 17-8; Spiekermann 
& Kampp-Seyfried 2003, 45-50, fig. 24-8), probably on the basis of a statue 
found in one of its shafts and which may be assigned to the reign of Isesi 
(Krauspe 1997, 53-4 [102], pl. 42; Cherpion 1998, 114). As for mastaba D 200, it 
belonged to Rdj.f, an inspector of the measurers of the granary who lived 
about the end of the Sixth Dynasty (Porter & Moss 1974, 115).1 According to 
these architectural information, the tomb of Rwd-jb might be dated from the 
end of the Sixth Dynasty, a possibility which is not contradicted by the title 
mjtr(t) borne by his daughter cnhwt, as this title continued to be used by 
females during the Sixth Dynasty (Daoud 1996, 83-102, pl. 2, especially page 
88; about this title, cf. Fischer 1959a, 262-3; 1989, 71 n. 175; Kanawati 1992, 206; 
Jones 2000, 424-5 [1571-2]; Pätznick 2001, 144-5; 2005, 137-49; Marochetti

1 According to the photograph published by Satzinger (Satzinger 1994, 109), the title 
must be read shd h3w šnwt "inspector of the measurers of the granary" and not shd h3w 
hwwt "inspector of the measurers of the hwwt" , as quoted in Jaroš-Deckert & Rogge 1993, 
107-8.
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2003, 246-8, 256 fig. 11 (a list of mjtr from a papyrus of the Fourth Dynasty 
found at Gebelein)).

The palaeography of the text also reveals some particularities which prove 
nevertheless to be rather difficult to use for chronological purposes, especially 
the rather stylised form of d in the writing of the name Rwd-jb, the insertion of 
the hieroglyph for jm 3h between hr and ntr c3,2 and the writing of c3 with the 
hieroglyph wd. These palaeographical details in the offering formula do not 
contribute to suggest a more precise chronology as they are all attested 
throughout the Old Kingdom, as is the case with the formula concerning 
Anubis (Lapp 1986, 12 § 27(3); Daoud 1996, 87(a)), or in the expression j 3ww nfr 
"having grown old perfectly" (Lapp 1986, 203 § 344(1)).

Finally, we can turn our attention to the personal names attested in the 
monument. Rwd-jb is a rather rare name (Ranke 1935, 221, 13) as is that of one 
of his sons, Bwt (Ranke 1935, 95, 1), a name also present in the Museum of 
Berlin inscription no. 14108, and dating perhaps from the Fourth Dynasty 
(Berlin 14108: Sethe 1933, 35:5-17; Goedicke 1970, 108-12, pl. XI[b]; Logan 
2000, 56[8]; Baud 1999a, 605-6 [246]; Strudwick 2005, 201 [113]). The other 
names (Hz, cnhwt, Mrs-cnh, Tnitt·, cf., respectively, Ranke 1935, 254, 13; 68, 13; 
158, 6) are fairly common. As for the name of one of the women, it could 
either be read as Rdj-hwt or as Rc-hwt.

Having all these elements in mind, I consider that Rwd-jb lived towards the 
end of the Sixth Dynasty and that he probably belonged to the category of 
minor priests of the royal cults, nevertheless rich enough to be able to afford 
a mastaba (even if it was an undecorated one) and some inscribed objects, in 
order to emphasize a certain social status.3

The stele of the scribe Jmm (CGC 57168)

This limestone stele has received some attention recently (figs. 6-10) (Porter 
& Moss 1974, 652; Piacentini 1996, 153-4, pl. 2; 2002a, 557-9 [G.Sa.6]; Saleh, 
Carandente & Bresciani 1999, 96-8 [9]). It dates from the second part of the 
Sixth Dynasty according to the characteristics of the false door as studied by 
P. Piacentini, and some details of its iconography suggest a date between the 
reigns of Pepy I and Pepy II (Criteria n° 6, 21, 25, 31, and 41b in Cherpion 
1989, 30, 49, 52, 57-9, 65, fig. 47; cf. also Baud 1998, 63, 66-7, 68). Its owner, 
Jmm, was mainly involved in scribal activities, probably at the central 
administration because of the use of the term z3b in one of his titles, the fact of 
his having been inhumed at Saqqara, and the display of the group c nzwt

2 For the honorific transposition of ntr before hr in the formula jm3hw hr ntr c3, cf. 
Fischer 1976, 24.
3 The possession of this kind of objects became far more common among non-elite 
individuals at the end of the Old Kingdom: Moreno Garcia 2004, 104-21.
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Fig. 2 Stele of scribe 'Imm.

"documents of the king" in another title. Unfortunately the exact location of 
his tomb is unknown -  it lays somewhere westwards of Unas' pyramid -  as it 
might provide some supplementary information about an official who
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managed to get a fine painted stele. It measures 103 x 70 cm and its 
inscriptions read as follows:

architrave: htp-dj-nzwt Wsjr prt-hrw n špss nzwt zš Jmm "an offering which the 
king gives and Osiris: invocation offerings for the noble of the king, the 
scribe, Imem".
right jamb: z3b jmj-r zš Jmm "the overseer of the scribes of the jackal, Imem". 
left jamb: zš c nzwt hft hr Jmm "the scribe of the documents of the king in the 
presence, Imem".
panel: zš c nzwt hft hr jm 3h Jmm "the scribe of the documents of the king in 
the presence, the imakh, Imem".
lintel: špss nzwt Jmm, hrj-hb Jmm "the noble of the king, the lector-priest, 
Imem".

The use of green colour in the inscriptions deserves some attention. 
According to G. Pinch, green was a colour associated with the resurrection of 
Osiris (Pinch 2001, 183-4; about colour symbolism in ancient Egypt cf. also 
Duquesne 1996; Mysliwiec 2006, 225-38), and it can be observed that the 
htp-dj-nzwt formula includes also Osiris, a fact which points towards a date 
later than the end of the Fifth Dynasty, when Osiris entered in this formula 
(Lapp 1986, 11 § 26(2); Barta 1968, 15). G. Pinch has also discussed that the 
connotations of green are almost wholly positive, and that the term w3d 
involves a whole complex of words for freshness, newness, vigour, flourishing, 
fortunate and papyrus. This could explain why w3d  is used to describe amulets 
in faience, glass and semi-precious stones in what, to us, seems to be a wide 
range of greens, blues, and turquoises (Baines 1985, 282-97). The power of new 
life contained in the word w3d would be present in these amulets. One can also 
remember the hieroglyphs painted green in the Pyramid Texts from the Pepy I 
pyramid, thus enhancing the ideas of resurrection, flourishing and renewal. In 
fact, the custom of painting green all the hieroglyphs of a false-door could have 
been a development arising alongside the inscription of the Pyramid Texts in 
the mortuary monuments of the pharaohs (Smith 1946, 259), in a context of the 
growing influence of the Osirian ideology. The contrast is quite clear as regards 
painted hieroglyphs in earlier stelae, like the slab stelae of the Fourth Dynasty, 
where different colours were used in the hieroglyphs of a single inscription, 
and even the internal details of each sign were distinguished by means of 
a colour of its own (Der Manuelian 2003, 171-87).

It would not be a surprise that green was also used in private false-door 
inscriptions in order to convey the same notions. One can think about the 
chapel of Ttw I at Giza, from the late Sixth Dynasty, and its inscriptions in 
green and blue (Simpson 1980, frontispiece); or the blue incised inscriptions 
on the false door of Jnw-Mnw at Saqqara, whereas those of the offering list in
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the burial chamber are a clean mid-blue (McFarlane 2006, 54, pl. 34[a]). Even if 
some traces of having painted green all the hieroglyphs in a false door or an 
inscription are already visible at the tomb of Pth-špss at Abusir (Verner 
& Zemina 1994, 181, 187), dated around the end of the reign of Niuserre or the 
beginning of Isesi's, or in the stele of Nht-z3.s, also from the reign of Niuserre 
or somewhat later (Borchardt 1964, 122 (CGC 1440)), it seems that this custom 
became firmly established in private monuments only from the end of the 
Fifth Dynasty and the beginning of the Sixth, with many examples,4 probably 
under the influence of the notion of the resurrection of Osiris. Finally, it cannot 
be excluded that in some instances what appears nowadays as red or yellow 
colours are in fact the consequence of the alteration of pigments originally 
green or brown (Colinart 1998, 95-102).

The stele of the hntj-š Ttj (CGC 57188)

The limestone stele of Ttj is referred to in Porter and Moss as coming from 
Saqqara, but this point is not certain, especially when considering the titles and 
the sociological context of its owner (Porter & Moss 1974, 736). It measures 153 
cm high, 57 cm wide, and 18 cm thick, and although its reliefs and hieroglyphs 
are in an acceptable condition, it can also be observed that the hieroglyphs lack 
internal details even if they are well carved and easily read (figs. 11-18). The 
surface is not polished, but some traces of colour are still visible, most notably 
in the human figures of the inner jambs, where the skin of some masculine 
offering bearers was painted red, as well as some hieroglyphs of the outer right 
jamb. Yellow/orange was applied on some vessels and baskets carried by the 
offering bearers, as well as on hieroglyphs in the outer right jamb or on the 
m hieroglyph in the lintel. Finally, traces of green are perceptible in some signs 
of the lintel and of the outer left jamb. Even if the dimensions of the stele are 
somewhat notable, its quality is rather crude and cannot bear comparison with 
the best productions of the Memphite workshops. In fact, Ttj’s stele fits, above 
all, the kind of monuments of middle rank officials so admirably published by 
A. Roth in her study of the tombs of the hntjw-š at Giza: it also belongs to a hntj- 
š and its inscriptions display some particularities which might throw some 
light about the career of its owner (Roth 1995).

The inscriptions read as follows:

Panel: rh nzwt jm3hw Ttj "the acquaintance of the king, the honoured one
Teti (1)".

4 Cf. the false-door painted green in Mysliwiec 2004, pl. 50[b], whereas the hieroglyphs 
of the middle register of the façade were painted with various colours (Mysliwiec 2004, 
pl. 36, 38). Cf. also, for example, Borchardt 1964, 191-2 (CGC 1490); El-Khouli & Kanawati 
1984, 40; Ziegler 1990, 222-7 (E 27133), 270-3 (AF 9460).
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Fig. 3 Stele of the hntj-š Ttj.
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Lintel: hntj-š jmj-r 10 Ttj "the khenty-she (2) and overseer of ten (men)(3) 
Teti".
Left jamb: jr  jz pw jrj(.j) sw m j št(.j) m3c m-hnw-cwj jm 3h(.j) hr nzwt dw3.n n(.j) 
hmwt ntr hr[.s] "as for this tomb I made it truly with my (own) goods by 
virtue of my condition of imakh before the king, and the craftsmen worship 
the god for me for [it] (4)".
Right jamb: htp-dj-nzwt Jnpw nb t3 dsr hntj zh-ntr qrs.tj.f j  m hrt-ntr j 3ww nfr wrt 
rh nzwt Ttj "an offering which the king gives and an offering which Anubis, 
lord of the sacred land, foremost of the divine booth, gives, that he be 
buried in the necropolis, having attained a very good old age, the 
acquaintance of the king Teti".

Some elements of the stele deserve a more detailed commentary:
(1) The name of the owner, Ttj, is relatively common during the Old 
Kingdom, with many attestations known from the Third Dynasty till the 
end of the third millennium, and to the examples quoted in Ranke or in 
Porter and Moss one can add, for example, the architect (jmj-r qd) and 
acquaintance of the king (rh nzwt) Ttj (Beck 1993, 16-9 [2], fig. 2 
[Liebighaus-Museum no. 268]; the monument is dated from the Fourth 
Dynasty), or the father and son of D3tj at Giza, both called Ttj (Simpson 
1980, 29, 31, fig. 41 (end of the Fifth Dynasty)).
(2) As for the titles of Ttj they are not particularly distinguished: he was 
a hntj-š and jmj-r 10, the first one being rarely displayed in isolation or 
without other more or less relevant titles also concerning the hntjw-š as, for 
instance, jmj-r st hntjw-š pr-Ч, shd hntjw-š pr-c3 and so on. This probably 
means that T tj was a relatively modest official. The title hntj-š has received 
considerable attention recently, and from the study of the Abusir Papyri by 
Posener-Kriéger it is accepted that it was bestowed on officials chosen from 
among the close entourage of the king who were usually involved in other 
administrative activities, as their titles show. It is also probably that they 
formed a kind of guard de corps of the Pharaoh (Roth 1995, 39-47; 
Kanawati 2003, 14-24). In any case, the title of hntj-š is very frequently 
attested in the papyri of Abusir, including Raneferef's archive, where its 
holders appear on duty at the main entrance to the temple, as porters, and 
taking their share of temple grain, cloth and meat offerings (Posener- 
Kriéger, Verner & Vymazalová 2006, 372).
(3) The title jmj-r 10 points to the service of the king, especially when 
considered together with the title of hntj-š . P.-M. Chevereau has shown that 
many officials bearing this title in the Old Kingdom sources were involved 
in nautical activities and in the organisation of teams of recruits and 
workers; in fact, many of them were also hrp cprw nfrw "director of the 
teams of recruits" or were in charge of ships, as titles like jmj-r 10 wj3 c3
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"overseer of the ten of the great ship" show (Chevereau 1989, 28-30; about 
nautical titles formed with the element "ten", cf. also Jones 1988, 58-9 
[41-2]). A scene from the tomb of Sndm-jb Jntj confirms this relationship, as 
the personnel represented in a boat included a jmj-r 10 "overseer of ten 
(men)", a shd wj3 "inspector of a ship", a jmj-r sb3 "overseer of navigation" 
and a jmj-jrtj "captain" (Brovarski 2001, 38, fig. 21-3). But after a close 
examination of the titles composed with the element "ten" it becomes 
apparent that its range of uses exceeded the nautical sphere, as it included 
officials involved in the organisation of teams of specialists in a broad 
sense (artisans, priests, personnel of expeditions, etc.) or the direction of 
officials working at the palace or in some specific institutions within the 
administrative domain, like the hwt-cnh (cf. wr 10 hwt-cnh), the hwt-wrt "the 
great hwt" (an institution closely related to the vizier; cf. wr 10 hwt-wrt), the 
palace ch (wr 10 ch), the palace pr-c3 (cf. jmj-r 10 pr-c3) or the hwt-c3t (cf. jmj-r 10 
hwt-c3t) (Jones 2000, 143-6, 387-9). The close relationship between titles 
formed with "ten" and the central institutions of the kingdom is confirmed 
by the unique title wc m 10 m jst "sole one of the ten at the palace jst", borne 
by Hnsw-htp, a subordinate of the vizier Ppjj-nht, together with some other 
titles concerning the entourage of the vizier, like smsw h3jt "elder of the 
palace h3j t" and nht-hrw hwt-wrt "crier of the great hwt" (Cairo JdE 91218 = 
Simpson 1995, 5-7, fig. 4, pl. 2-3b).

Taking these aspects into account, it seems likely that the title jmj-r 10 of 
Ttj refers to the royal entourage, especially as it lacks any mention to ships 
or workers. The condition of Ttj would be then relatively similar to that of 
K 3pj, an official buried at the "Cemetery of Palace Attendants" at Giza who 
also held responsibilities at the royal court in his condition of both hntj-š and 
jmj-r 10 pr-c3 "overseer of the ten of the palace" (Mastaba G 2091: Roth 
1995, 97-105, fig. 60-1, pl. 40b-62a. It is dated from the reigns of Niuserre -  
Isesi). The involvement of K3pj in the palace activities is stressed by many 
of his titles, like jmj-r wpt pr-c3 "overseer of the missions of the palace", jmj- 
ht pr-c3 "controller of the palace", rh nzwt n pr-c3 "acquaintance of the king of 
the palace", jmj-r st hntjw-š pr-c3 "overseer of the place of the hntjw-š of the 
palace", hrj-pr pr-c3 "responsible one of the palace" or shd pr-c3  "inspector of 
the palace". A passage from the story of Sinuhe may illustrate the courtly 
nature of the "tens" of the palace: "ten men came and ten men went to 
usher me into the palace. My forehead touched the ground between the 
sphinxes, and the royal children stood in the gateway to meet me. The 
courtiers who usher through the forecourt set me on the way to the 
audience-hall. I found his Majesty on the great throne in a kiosk of gold".5

5 Sinuhe 248-54 = Quirke 2004, 67. The personnel in charge of some temples turned also
around ten officials as, for example, Wegner 2000, 99-100; Borchardt 1899, 94;
1902-1903; Théodoridès 1971, 125-6 [Siut 284].
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If we take into consideration the fact that Ttj was also a rh  nzwt, we can 
reasonably suppose that his titles express some kind of involvement at the 
palace, perhaps at a modest level, as Roth has put it in reference, precisely, 
to Ttj: "the titles [of K 3p j]  suggest a concern with the staff responsible for 
the practical functioning of the palace (messengers and "tens", the palace 
equivalents of divisions of construction workers) [...] The connection with 
overseers of tens is interesting in view of the fact that "tens" occur in work 
crews as the unit of organization below that of a phyle; in temples and 
probably in the palace hntjw -š  were organized into phyles. Two men 
besides K 3p j  bear this combination of titles" (Roth 1995, 43). One of these 
men was precisely Ttj, and the other Q d-ns at Giza (Porter & Moss 1974, 
152).
(4) The close relationship of Ttj with the royal entourage is stated in the 
autobiographical inscription of his stele: j r  jz  p w  jr j( .j )  sw  m j š t(.j) m 3c m -hnw - 

cw j jm 3h ( .j) h r  nzwt d w 3.n n(.j) hm w t ntr hr[.s] "as for this tomb I made it truly 
with my (own) goods by virtue of my condition of im akh  before the king, 
and the craftsmen worship the god for me for [it]". This formula displays 
some particularities.6 First of all, the rare use of the preposition m -hnw -cw j 

with the meaning "by virtue of" (f ig . 15; Edel 1955-1964, 403 § 800; Fischer 
1996a, 181. The usual signification of this preposition is "within": Erman 
& Grapow 1926-31, 372, 6-8; Faulkner 1962, 202; Meeks 1982, 79.2325), 
when one should expect to find the far more common prepositions m / r  in 
this context (cf. the examples quoted in Jansen-Winkeln 1996, 31-2), even in 
some atypical texts as, for instance, that of the tomb of J r j  T tj-snb  of 
Saqqara, who states that he built his tomb with his own arms,7 or that in 
a libation basin in the Museum of Hildesheim, where h r  was used.8 The 
only other exception to the pattern used in the formulae concerning the 
building of a tomb is the composed preposition m -š w j "by virtue of" which 
appears in the tomb of H tp-hr-3ht of Saqqara (Sethe 1933, 51:2), in a bloc also

6 This funerary inscription from the tomb of Ttj has not been considered in some recent 
studies (Jansen-Winkeln 1996; Kloth 2002).
7 El-Khouli & Kanawati 1988, 9-10, pl. 3: j r  jz  pn jrj.j m hrt-ntr jn  nzwt rdj n.j s t . f  m jm 3hw hr 
nzwt jr (r) hzzt n b .f jw  rdj.n(.j) d b3w n hrtj-ntr jr.n(.j) sw r htp.f hr.s jw  jr.n(.f) k3t j m . f  m cwj(.j) 
hnc msw(.j) snw(.j) "regarding this tomb which I made in the necropolis, it was the king 
who gave me its location as I was an imakhu before the king, for I always do what his 
lord favours. I paid the stonemason who made it for me so that he was satisfied with it. 
I did the work within it with my own hands together with my children and my 
siblings". It is not mentioned in some recent studies (Jansen-Winkeln 1996; Kloth 2002). 
Another autobiographical fragment of an anonymous official in Kanawati & Abder- 
Raziq 2001, pl. 9, 46.
8 Inv. No. 2403: jr.n(.j) nw m 3wt jrt.n n(.j) nb(.j) j r  jm 3h(.j)  h r .f n-zp jnd  hmw hr.s "it was 
thanks to the gifts which my lord had granted to me because of my condition of jm 3h 
before him that I could get this (basin)" (Martin 1978, 120-2).
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from Saqqara (Edel 1955-1964, 404 § 804), in the mastaba of 3bdw of Giza 
(Abubakr 1953, 73 fig. 47, pl. 37), in the tomb of Rmn-w(j)-k3 of Giza (Hassan 
1936, fig. 206, pl. 61 [2]), and in the tomb of Ppjj-cnh:Jpj-cnh:Jpj at Sharuna 
(Tomb G 7: Schenkel & Gomaà 2004, 107, pl. 46).

Taking all these elements into consideration it seems that Ttj was an 
official of relatively modest rank who worked in the immediate entourage 
of the royal court and who exercised some kind of authority, perhaps only 
at an organisational level, over other members of the court, probably other 
hntjw-š because of their organization into phyles (Roth 1991, 79-81). As no 
other monuments bearing additional titles or information about Ttj are 
known, little can be said about this official. But enough is preserved as to 
suggest that his condition was rather similar to the hntjw-š buried at the 
Cemetery of the Palace Attendants of Giza, and that he probably lived 
about the end of the Fifth Dynasty. On the one hand, the combination of 
the titles jmj-r 10 and hntj-š fits this period, from the reign of Niuserre -  
Isesi to the beginning of the Sixth Dynasty; on the other hand, the 
inscriptions where a combined preposition appears in the formula evoking 
the building of a tomb because of the condition of jm 3hw of its owner are 
dated from the reign of Niuserre to the Sixth Dynasty. Concerning the 
iconography, panels showing the deceased standing are very rare and 
confined to the end of the Fifth Dynasty at Saqqara (Strudwick 1985, 20), 
and sometimes, when the false door formed the sole decorated surface in 
the tomb, it included representations of offering bearers and dependants 
on the jambs, especially from the middle to later Fifth Dynasty, a feature 
present in Ttj's stele. Finally, as N. Strudwick has explained, the presence of 
a torus and a cornice in a false door was the norm during the Sixth Dynasty 
but, when they first appeared, in the early to middle Fifth Dynasty, false 
doors were very much an indication of the importance or favoured status 
of an individual (Strudwick 1985, 15). Thus these features were at first 
reserved only for the most important officials and absent from the false 
doors of lower ranking dignitaries. The fact that Ttj's stele lacks these 
elements points both to his modest condition and to a dating before the 
Sixth Dynasty.

Lower elite, social status and self-presentation

The monuments discussed here belong to what could be called "lower/ 
/middle elite" officials of the later Fifth and Sixth Dynasty, that is to say, 
officials who were not simple scribes or minor administrators, who were 
involved at different levels in the activities of the palatial circles but who did 
not bear the kind of titles usually reserved to the more prominent officials of 
the kingdom. All three men were at the service of the king as priests or as
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members of the royal court. It is difficult to judge the extent of their power or 
the importance of the financial resources at their disposal as only part of their 
monuments is preserved and, unfortunately, they come from an unknown 
archaeological context. The exception is Rwd-jb, whose modest mastaba proves 
that, nevertheless, he had access to the kind of prestigious monument which 
usually marked the fact that he belonged to the palatial elite. Even if he lacked 
a decorated chapel or a false-door of a certain quality, the panel discussed here 
as well as another panel in the Leipzig Museum show that he could afford 
some inscribed objects which represented himself and his family and which 
recorded his titles in the service of the king. In fact, it is remarkable that his 
modest monuments and his ritual activities carried out for a deceased king 
who lived centuries before him and whose pyramid was built at Giza, far 
from the royal cemeteries of the kings of the Sixth Dynasty, prove that the 
funerary cult of king Khufu nevertheless kept enough means at its disposal, at 
the end of the Sixth Dynasty, as to provide funerary monuments even for 
humble priests like Rwd-jb, whose activities were apparently limited to the 
specialised ritual service of Khufu. The archaeological work at the pyramid of 
Teti or of Pepy I at Saqqara shows that modest officials continued to be buried 
or to leave some crude monuments such as stelae, offering basins or statues in 
the vicinity of the pyramids of these pharaohs. It would be perhaps quite 
simplistic to consider that these monuments display only the piety of the 
donors towards the memory of deceased kings. It is quite probable that the 
fact of acquiring these objects and to place them in the royal cemeteries was 
a way of expressing the membership of their owners within a certain elite, 
even if a very modest one, and a way to display to the outside world a relative 
prestigious social condition for its owner. The diffusion of writing towards 
lower levels of the Egyptian society about the end of the Old Kingdom 
probably served the purpose of marking some kind of social status at a time 
when royal power was fading, but still had the capacity to maintain a large 
bureaucracy and to grant honours and prestige to its courtiers (Hagen 2007).

The case of Ttj exhibits some differences. It cannot be ruled out that he was 
actually buried at Giza, even if his monument is reported to come from Saqqara. 
His social condition was apparently slightly more prestigious than that of Rwd- 
jb, as he was actively involved in the organisation of the hntjw-š of the palace, he 
could obtain at least an inscribed stela and his tomb was built because of his 
condition of jm 3hw before the pharaoh. Nevertheless he did not display other 
responsibilities in his funerary inscriptions, nor did he exercise other more 
important functions concerning the hntjw-š, as for example "overseer of the 
hntjw-š of the palace". As for Jmm, his titles were not very elevated but the 
quality of his stele suggests that he had access to the fine productions of the 
royal workshops, probably because of his involvement in the activities of the 
central administration within palatial circles -  as expressed in his titles.
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So, the monuments discussed display three different levels of quality in the 
funerary equipment of modest officials of the Memphite region which closely 
fit the rank and functions of their owners. It would be a truism to assert that 
they had obtained these objects because of their condition of officials in the 
service of the king, but we must also remember that this was not always the 
case. Access to decorated tombs or inscribed objects was more limited during 
the Fourth Dynasty, whereas the possession of statues, offering-basins and 
stelae became rather more common from the end of the Old Kingdom and 
during the First Intermediate Period, even among people who were not 
officials but who were eager to exhibit a certain social status by means of the 
kind of prestigious items reserved until then for the members of the royal 
administration and which conveyed, precisely, the notions of richness, 
proximity to the king, and familiarity with the codes of elevated culture. The 
monuments of Rwd-jb, Ttj and Jmm show a tendency towards a broader 
diffusion of both writing and palatial productions (or their imitations) among 
broader sections of the Egyptian society. These objects also transmitted the 
values, culture and the social and cosmological interpretation of the ordered 
world elaborated by those within the palatial circles and "consumed" by the 
elite of the kingdom. Prestige and attachment to the values of the higher elite 
were probably important enough as to order a mastaba or an inscribed object. 
They are also precious signs of the gradual diffusion of the palatial values 
among a wider audience within the Egyptian society and of the gradual 
dissolution of other means of social legitimacy anchored, for example, in 
private family values (Moreno Garcia 2006, 217-32).
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